[Orientations to epileptic patient undergoing a video-EEG monitoring: comparison of anxiety levels using different strategies].
To identify and compare the anxiety level between two groups of epileptic patients undergoing a video-EEG monitoring using different patients guidelines strategies. The random sample was composed by two groups of 30 patients each one. The control group only had verbal orientations and the experimental group, beyond the same orientations received a written guide (a booklet) with all the procedures too. The anxiety was assessed using State-Trait Anxiety Inventory with the STAI-S being applied for both groups before and after examination as described above. Demonstrated that, before video-EEG, the anxiety-trait score of the experimental group was higher and the anxiety-state was lower than the control group. After video-EEG, the majority of both groups demonstrated low anxiety-state score and lower than their anxiety-trait score. The strategy used with the written guide associated to verbal orientations helps to reduce the anxiety level before the video-EEG.